Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

85

TE

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Eifert, Tyler

Scout Name (Last, First)

9-08-90 (26)

DiJulio, Michael

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Notre Dame (INND)

13 - 1st - CIn

Cincinnati Bengals

Games Played

Games Started

39

31

INJURIES
KEY STATS

24

40 YD

10 YD

6054

250

4.68

1.65

BEST

SCHEME FIT

TE

No

Career-128 Rec, 1,549 YDs, 20 TDs / 2013-39 Rec, 445 YDs, 2 TDs / 2014-3 Rec, 37 YDs /
2015 (Pro Bowl Selection)-52 Rec, 615 YDs, 13 TDs / 2016-29 Rec, 394 YDs, 5 TDs

Weight

WORST
PROJECTION

Positions Started Captain

62%

2013-Neck Stinger (DNP Week 17) / 2014-R Elbow & Shoulder (IR, DNP Weeks 2-17) /
2015-Neck Stinger (DNP Week 13), Concussion (DNP Weeks 15-16) / 2016-Offseason
Ankle Surgery & Back Strain (DNP Weeks 1-6), Back (IR, DNP Weeks 16-17)

Height

Tapes Viewed

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Arm

33 1/8 9 1/8

35.5

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.92

4.32

119

22

2016: @MIA 11/06, vs LAR 11/13, vs NE 11/27, @SF 12/11, vs BUF 01/01
Hands, Athleticism, Competitive Toughness
Durability, Pass Pro, Gap Blocking
Good starting TE when healthy with very goodreceiving skills and versatility to be utilized
as inline Y, H or split out wide or in the slot. Durability is a major concern.
Fits best into any system that willsplit him out often to create mismatches and emphasize
his ability as a receiver, while also showing the ability to play as a traditional inline Y.

SUMMARY
4th-year pro who has started 31-of-39 games w/CIN under HC Marvin Lewis and TE Coach Jonathan Hayes, 1st
season under OC Ken Zampese in a spread-based offense with a primarily Gap-oriented running game that also
incorporates Zone, Read-Option, and RPOs. Utilized as inline Y, H and is often split out wide or into the slot.
Missed 28 career games due to injury including 8 in 2016, DNP Weeks 1-6due to offseason ankle surgery that
was delayed by a back strain, DNP Weeks 16-17 (IR) due to back injury. Possesses very good height and good
weight with solid thickness and build on a well-distributed linear frame, good arm length & hand size. Good AA
showing very good balance, body control & coordination with good footspeed, quickness, agility and
explosiveness. Good burst off LOS from 2 or 3-point stance when given a free release, shows good foot quickness
& UOH to defeat Press coverage, accelerates smoothly and has good footspeed to challenge on
intermediate/deep routes. Good mental processing skills to find the seam or settle into voids vs Zone and has
excellent awareness of down/distance, combines with AA for good overall play speed. Good quicknessto create
separation at the top of the route vs Man coverage, especially in the intermediate/deep areas of the field, good
play strength as a receiver to box out & use body to shield defenders from the ball as a RZ target. Possesses very
good hands and can easily extend outside his frame on the move or stationary, makes good adjustments for the
ball showing very good body control and concentration, very good toughness to catch through contact. Good
YAC ability, gets upfield quickly with speed to pick up extra yards, runs hard after catch showing strength to
break arm tackles and can be used on TE screens. Solid Zone/Space block ability, can position and cover at 1st
level when facing solid or below competition, very good AA to reach 2nd level and shows balance & quickness to
engage targets square in space. Consistent and reliable when on the field and shows very good competitive
toughness in both the run and pass. Adequate play strength to generate movement as an inline Gap blocker and
struggles to sustain when facing good or better competition. Adequate in Pass Pro lacking play strength and pad
level to anchor or sustain, lacks footwork & UOH to effectively run defenders upfield. Overall a good starting TE
when healthy with very good receiving skills and versatility to be utilized as inline Y, H or split out wide or in the
slot. Fits best into any system that can split him out often to create mismatches and emphasize his ability as a
receiver. Durability is a major concern.

